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Let H be a finite cocommutative Hopf algebra over a commutative ring 
k, and H* = Hom,(H, k) the dual of H. An extension of k-algebras A -+ D 
is called H-Galois [ 14, 171 in case D is a right H-comodule algebra, 
A = DH*, and D @A D r DOk H. For A = k and D commutative, this 
coincides with the notion of H-Galois objects of Chase and Sweedler. 
Consider injections of k-algebras 
k-+Z-+A+D. 
where A is an Azumaya Z-algebra and Z an H*-Galois extension of k. We 
show in Section 1 that D is an H-Galois extension of A (with structure 
induced from 2) if and only if D is an Azumaya k-algebra, A = Dz, and D 
is projective as a left Z-module. If A = Z this is [ 17, Satz 3.11 which in turn 
goes back to results of Kanzaki [12] for Z/k a Galois extension in the 
sense of Auslander and Goldman, and to classical results on crossed 
products [9, Chap. II] for Z/k a finite Galois field extension. For 
H= k[G], G a finite group, it also contains a recent theorem of Jehne 
L-101. 
In Section 2, given a k-algebra A we describe H-Galois extensions D of 
A for which D is an A-generator in terms of (non-abelian) cocycles of H* 
in the category of invertible A@, H*-modules over H*. This generalizes 
results of Early and Kreimer [7] and Yokogawa [ZO] for the case A = k. 
In Section 3 we fix a commutative Hopf k-algebra C and a commutative 
C-comodule algebra Z. Let Br(Z)C c Br(Z) consist of the classes of 
Azumaya Z-algebras satisfying A Ok C - a*(A) for 01: Z + ZOk C the 
comodule structure map of Z. Let S = Sp(C) denote the group fun&or 
represented by C. We shall define a Teichmiiller cocycle map 
t: Br(Z)C-+ H3(S, ‘pz), cpz( - ) = 94ZOk -), 
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where the cohomology group H3(S, Cpz) is defined as in [18]; it is linked 
via the exact sequence 
Hl(S, Pit,) + H3(S, U,) + H3(S, ‘pz) -+ H2(S, Pit,) 
of [18, p. 4841 to the Hochschild cohomology groups [S, 11.3.11 for 
the (Weil restriction of the) units functor TH U(Z@, T) and the Picard 
group functor TH Pic(Z@, T). In particular, if Pic(Z@, C) = 
Pic(Z@, CQk C) =O, then H3(S, U,) gH3(S, ‘!J3=). The key to the delini- 
tion of t is the interpretation of H3(S, ‘$J3,) by Picard pseudofunctor exten- 
sions of S by ‘pz provided by [lS, Theorem 2.51. For C finite and Z a 
C-Galois extension of k, we shall use the results of Sections 1 and 2 to 
prove that the sequence 
1 - Br(Z/k) --+ Br(k) - Br(Z)CL H3(S, ‘pz) 
is exact. If C= k[G]*, G a finite group, we recover [19, Theorem 3.41, 
which goes back to results of Teichmiiller and Childs. 
We shall also need a general lemma describing sections of morphisms 
a + S, where 3 is an arbitrary Picard pseudofunctor and S a representable 
group functor. This is proved in an appendix. 
Notations. We fix a commutative ring k. Given a k-algebra A and 
A-bimodules A4, N we write Hom,(M, N) (resp. Homa(M, N)) for the 
A-bimodule of left (resp. right) A-module homomorphisms M-+ N. 
S%+(A) denotes the category of invertible A-bimodules over k [2, S] with 
morphisms the A-bimodule-isomorphisms; S%(k) = S&,(k). For a Hopf 
k-algebra H, E: H -+ k denotes the counit map and 1: H + H the antipode. 
If A4 is an H-module we set MH = {m E MI hm = .s(h)m, h E H}. For an 
H-comodule N, ~1: N + NOk H denotes the structure map, a(x) = 
c x()Q+). We write @ = Ok. 
1 
In the following, H denotes a finite cocommutative Hopf k-algebra. Let 
Z be a commutative H*-Galois extension of k, and consider injections of 
k-algebras 
k+Z+A+D. 
We set 
gx=czixz:, gEH*,xED, (1) 
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where xi zi Q zi E Z Q Z is mapped to 1 @g under the natural isomorphism 
y: 20 27 20 H”, y(z @ z’) = ZCI(Z’). According to [ 17, p. 6671 this 
defines a (measuring) H*-module structure on D such that DH’ = Dz, the 
centralizer of Z in D. Also for z E Z and x ED we have C z~,,~(z~,~x) = z
[17, (3.1)], and therefore zx = C z~,,~(z~~~~(z~~~)x) = C(+,,, X) zCo)~ 
Hence, if A c Dz, we have the commutative diagram 
Z@DA Hom,(D, D) 
H*@D 
where +QY)(~)=zxY, q-QQy)(x)= (gx)y, ad Y”(zQy)=E4z(,))Q 
z~,,) y for all z E Z, x, y E D, and g E H *. Note that y” is bijective since 
y is. In the following proposition, (b) 3 (a) is a special case of [15, 
Theorem 1.9(2)]. See also [6] for results on such “‘going up” and “going 
down” structures. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The following are equivalent: (a) D is an H-Galois 
extension of A (with respect to (1)); (b) A = Dz, and D is a right generator 
over Z @ D. 
ProoJ: (b)+(a): We have A = Dz z Hom,,&D, D), hence 
Z@Dopz Hom,(D, D) [1, Theorem 17.81. It follows that AD is finitely 
generated and projective, and that 4 in (2) is an isomorphism. Hence (a) 
holds by [17, Satz 1.11. (a)* (b): Since K in (2) is an isomorphism and AD 
is finitely generated and projective, it follows that D,@,, is a generator. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose A is an Azumaya Z-algebra. Then D is an 
H-Galois extension of A if and only if D is an Azumaya k-algebra, ,D is 
projective, and A = D”. 
Proof. (3) Since K in (2) is bijective, Z@ D is an Azumaya 
Z-algebra, cf. [ 11, Theorem 11, and since k is a direct summand of Z, it 
follows that D is an Azumaya k-algebra [13, III, Propositions 1.7, 2.27. 
(-=) We have DA=(DZ)A=AA=Z, and since D@DrHom,(D,D) it 
follows that IC and q5 in (2)) are isomorphisms. 
Let us consider the case H=k[G], G a finite group, so that Z is a 
Galois extension of k with group G; D an H-Galois extension of A means 
D is a generalized crossed product of A with G in the sense of [12], 
see [ 16, Lemma 2.11. Since Z is k-separable each Azumaya k-algebra D 
containing Z is Z-projective. 
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COROLLARY 1.3. Let A be an Azumaya Z-algebra. For any k-algebra 
DIA set J,= {u~D~uz=~(z)u, ZEZ}, LEG. Then D= 0, JO, and the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) A = J1, and J,, J, = J,,, for all (T, z E G; 
(b) D is an Azumaya k-algebra and Dz = A. 
Proof. Let (ea)aeG be the canonical set of orthogonal idempotents of 
k[G]*. Choose Galois coordinates x1, yr, . . . . x,, y, E Z; then y: Z@ Zz 
Z@k[G]*, x@y++C,xr(y)@er, maps Cio(xi)@yi to l@e,. Set Jo= 
{U ED 1 e,u = Cj o(xi) uyi = u}. It is immediately clear that Jb = J, because 
u = C, e,u and e,u = e,e,u = 0 if u E’ Jo and g # r. Hence the result follows 
from Proposition 1.2. 
Remark 1.4. Condition (b) of 1.3 means that D is an embedding 
algebra of A for Z/k in the sense of Jehne [lo, p. 2141. Thus 1.3 contains 
[lo, Theorem l] as a special case. It should be noted that in [ 10, 
Lemma 21 Aop must be replaced by A; for its proof simply observe that 
r@ Hom,(S, S) is an embedding algebra of rQ 5’ for S/k if r is central 
separable over k and S/k faithfully projective. 
2 
In this section we shall write C = H* for the dual of the finite cocom- 
mutative Hopf k-algebra H. In [7, Sect. 31 Early and Kreimer associated 
to an H-Galois extension Z of k its dual Q = Z* = Hom,(Z, k) and showed 
that the category of H-Galois extensions of k is equivalent to ‘a certain 
category of pairs (Q, q), where 
vQQ,C’rQQQ 
is an isomorphism in S&(C*), and where the left hand tensor product is 
defined by the comultiplication C + CO C. For G an arbitrary finite group, 
such an interpretation of G-Galois extensions had been obtained earlier by 
Chase and Rosenberg [4; 3, Theorem 2.61. In terms of [lS] the category 
of pairs (Q, q) is nothing else than the category %*(Sp(C), 9%~) of 
2-cocycles of Sp(C) in the Picard pseudofunctor 95’8, derived from the 
complex [18, (17)] for the special case S= Sp(C) and ‘?l= 9%~. The 
objective of this section, Theorem 2.4, is to extend the result of Early and 
Kreimer to non-commutative H-Galois extensions over a k-algebra A. 
In the following let A be a k-algebra and D be an H-Galois extension of 
A. Consider the isomorphism 
4: C@DrHom,(D, D), hQY)(X) = kx) YY gEC, X,YED 
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[17, Satz 1.11; D is naturally a left A 0 C-module and since C is com- 
mutative, each q@g@ y) is A 0 C-linear if y E A. 
LEMMA 2.1. Restricting 4 gives CBA r Hom,,,(D, D). 
ProoJ: Let xi gi@ yi E C@ D such that d(Ci g,@ yi) is C-linear. Since 
g(v) = Ck(l)x)(g(2) Y) for all x, Y ED, we have 
But then C giQE(g)Yj=Cl(g(l)) gig(2)QYi=C 4g(l)) gp)giQg(3)Yi= 
zsT;V$XYi. NOW (COD) k@C=C@A implies that Cg,@y,EC@A as 
Next consider D as a right A@ C-module in the natural way. Applying 
Lemma 2.1 to the Hop-Galois extension Dop/Aop [14, Proposition 1.51 we 
obtain an isomorphism of C-algebras 
4’: A@ CrHom>,.(D, D), &(a 0 g)(x) = &57x). 
LEMMA 2.2. D is an invertible A Q C-module $ and only if AD (or DA) 
is a generator. 
Proof: Since AD is projective, so is C@ D as a left C@ A-module. 
Therefore, if .D is a generator, D is projective as a left A 0 C-module. Con- 
versely, if A o cD is projective then DAB c and D, are generators. Similarly 
for the right A 0 C-action. 
We remark that D is an A-generator if and only if D is a faithfully flat 
A-module [ 14, Proposition 1.91. Let I(C) = Cc be the invertible k-module 
of integrals of C. By [ 14, Corollary 1.81 there is an isomorphism of (D, A)- 
bimodules 
1,6: I(C) Q D r Hom,(D, A), +tto Y)(X) = GXY), (3) 
where D* = Hom,(D, A) has natural (D: A)-bimodule structure defined by 
(yfa)(x)=f(xy)a. Also D* is a C-module and 
$(tQgY)=4g)rC/(tQY), tGI(c), gEc> YED, (4) 
because t(xky)) = C tg(2,Wg,l,bb) = Wkb) Y) for all x ED. 
LEMMA 2.3. D is an invertible A@ C-module if and only if D* = 
Hom,(D, A) is so. 
ProoJ This follows from (3) and (4) since I(C) is invertible. 
481/136/2-2 
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We now take the left A-dual of y’: D Oa D 7 D @ H, y’(x 0 y) = a(x) y, 
to obtain an isomorphism of A-bimodules D* @ Cr (DO, D)*, 
(f@g)(x@y)=f((gx)y), for x, y~D,feD*, and gEC; then 
kfQl)(xQY)=(fQl) 
( 
C&l)XO&2)Y . 
1 
(5) 
Since AD is finitely generated and projective we may identify D* Oa D* 5 
(DO, D)*, (f@f’)(x@ JJ) =f’(xf(~)). Now, setting Q = D* with C-action 
g .f= A( g)f, we see that the A-bimodule homomorphism 
v:Q-QQ,Q, v(f)(xQ Y) =f(xYh feQ(2, x, YE& 
has the following properties: 
(v 0 1) v = (10 v) v, i.e., v is coassociative, (6) 
vkf) = c k(l) Q g(2)) v(f) SEC, .feQ, (7) 
vQl:QQC-QQ~Q,(vQl,(fQg,=v(f)(lQg), 
is an isomorphism. (8) 
For (6) follows from the associativity of the multiplication of D, (7) follows 
from (5), and (8) simply means that y’ is bijective. 
We have now proved one direction of the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let H be a cocommutative, finite Hopf k-algebra, and 
C= H*. Given a k-algebra A there is a one-to-one correspondence between: 
(a) H-Galois extensions D of A such that D is a left (or right) 
generator over A, 
(b) pairs (Q, v) where Q is an invertible A@ C-module over C and 
v: Q + Q QA Q an A-bimodule homomorphism satisfying conditions (6)-(g). 
ProoJ: Given (Q, v) we consider the right A-dual Q* = Homa(Q, A) 
which is naturally an A-bimodule: (a@)(x) = af(bx). Since Q* OA Q* 7 
(QQAQ)*, (f@f’)(x@y)=f(f’(x)y), is an isomorphism, the dual of v 
gives an associative multiplication Q* @)A Q* -+ Q*. Moreover, Q* is a 
C-module and (7) implies g(ff’) = C(gc2, f )(gcI, f ‘) for g E C, and 
f, f’ E Q*. Using the natural isomorphism Q* @Hz (C@ Q)* we may 
transform the A-dual of the C-module structure CO Q + Q into an 
H-comodule structure a: Q* + Q* 0 H such that 
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Then y’: Q* @A Q* -+ Q* OH, ~‘(f@f’)= a(f)f’, is an isomorphism 
since v @ 1 is. 
It remains to show that Q* = D contains a unit element e such that 
A -+ D, a~ae, is an isomorphism of A onto B= DC= (YE Dla(f)= 
ml}. 
We start by showing that B r A as A-bimodules. The scalar extension of 
(8) by the counit map C -+ k gives an isomorphism Q 5 Q Oa Q 0 c k so 
that QzQ@~,~ (Q oc k @ C) as invertible A @ C-bimodules over C. 
Cancelling Q on both sides shows that A 0 C g Q Oc k 0 C. From this we 
get A r Q ac k after tensoring again with k over C. Now since the 
A-bimodule map 
/?: B + Hom’JQ Oc k, A), Pub 0 1) = f(x), 
is clearly an isomorphism (with ,0 ~ ‘(f’)(x) = f’(x 0 1 )), we conclude A r B. 
Next observe that y’ induces an isomorphism BOA D r D, b@ x t--, bx. 
For, regarding H as a C-module with gh = C h,,,( g, h,,,), g E C, h E H, we 
have y’( gf @ f’) = (10 g) y’(f Of’), f, f' E D, and consequently Baa D = 
(DO, D)C@‘z(D@H)k’=~ D, since HC = k. Similarly we see that 
DQAB+D, x@bHxb, and BOAB+B, bQb’bbb’, 
are isomorphisms because also y: DOA D -+ DQH, y(f of') = fa(f'), is 
bijective [17, (l.l)], and BOA B=(B@, D)k@CzDDC=B. Now choose 
an A-bimodule isomorphism A % B and let u be the image of 1,. Then 
U.U=CU for a unit c in the centre of A. Set e=c-iu. Then e.e=e and 
since eD = De = D, e is a unit element of D. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
3 
In this section M denotes the category of commutative k-algebras and 
9(M) the category of Picard pseudofunctors M -+ %Lt [18, 0.21; any 
object 3 of 9( M) associates to a homomorphismf: T-+ T’ of commutative 
k-algebras a homomorphism f *: B(T) -+ a( T’) of Picard categories, given 
with coherent isomorphisms g*f * z (gf)* for any g: T’ -+ T”. In par- 
ticular, given a commutative k-algebra 2 and an Azumaya Z-algebra A we 
have q2, pAlk E B(M), where 
Vz(T)=9%(Z@T), and P&T) = ~+(A 0 T), TE M. 
Also consider the group functor Aut(Z) which associates to TE M the 
group Aut T(Z 0 T) of all T-algebra automorphisms of 20 T. Regarding 
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each group as a discrete category we may view At(Z) as an object of 
Y(M). We then have morphisms in Y( M ) 
rpz --L R4,k ---s A4a (9) 
where z(P) = A Oz P, P E )pz, and K(X) for XE vA,k( T), TE M, defined by 
J&Y)(z) . x = x . z, XEX, ZEZ@T, 
cf. [Z, p. SO]. Clearly rcl= 1. Moreover, each XE‘@~,~ with K(X)= 1 is 
isomorphic to an object z(P) with PE Cpz [2, 111.4.51. Let P”= s*P denote 
the scalar extension of P E 3J.Jo, by s E A&(Z). Let A,= A @ T; then there 
are natural isomorphisms 
sending x@(a@p) to (a@(~@, 1))O f xx or XEX, aEA, and PEP. They 
are compatible with base change T + T’ in the sense of [ 18, (18)]. 
In the sequel C denotes a commutative (not necessarily finite) Hopf 
k-algebra and S = Sp(C) the group functor represented by C; so S(T), 
TE M, is the group of all k-algebra homomorphisms C -+ T. Suppose Z is 
a C-comodule algebra; this means we have a homomorphism of group 
functors 
p: Sp( C) + Auf(Z), P(s)(z 0 t) = c Z(O) 0 S(Z(l)) 4 
s E S(T), z E 2, t E T, cf. [S, 11.2.21. Regarding p as a morphism in Y(M) 
we now define B, E .Y( M) by setting 
a.4 = PA/k x Aut(Z) SP(C). 
Thus the objects of BA( T) are all pairs (X, s) with X an invertible A @ T- 
module over T and s an element of S(T) such that k(X) = p(s). Now (9) 
gives rise to morphisms 
yz A 9, -2 SP(C), (10) 
where l(P) = (A Oz P, E) and rc(X, s) =s. Furthermore, according to L-18, 
p. 4851 vz has a coherent S-module structure where 
P”=p(s)* P= P@,,,, (Z@ T), f’~‘@z(T), YES, TE M. 
Suppose that for any fixed 3 E 9( M ) we are given morphisms 
q3~nas 
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in P(M) and coherent natural isomorphisms X@ E(P)% r(P) @X for 
s= K(X), XE D, PE Cpz. According to [lS, p. 4901 we call such a set of 
data an extension of S by ‘@z if the following hold for each TE M: 
(a) zy is fully faithful, (b) rcT(X) = 1, XE D(T), if and only if Xg +(P) 
for some PE p=( T), (c) K: splits as a morphism of pseudofunctors, i.e., 
there is a morphism g: S + D of the underlying pseudofunctors uch that 
UCI = ids. 
Since S= Sp(C) is representable, (c) simply means there exists Q E D(C) 
such that rc(Q) = id,, cf. Lemma 4.1 below. If g in (c) can be chosen to be 
a morphism in P(M), we say that the extension splits. 
By the previous considerations we can regard (10) for any Azumaya 
Z-algebra A as an extension of S by v3, provided that (c) holds. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be an Azumaya Z-algebra. Then (10) is an extension 
of Sp(C) by Cpz if and only if 
A@C-c(*A (as Azumaya Z Q C-algebras ), (11) 
where a*A denotes the scalar extension of A by the comodule structure map 
a:Z-+ZQC. 
ProoJ By Lemma 4.1 of the appendix, (10) is an extension if and only 
if there exists an object Q E ‘@&C) = .?%+(A @ C) with K(Q) = p(id,), i.e., 
with xz = a(z)x for all x E Q, z E Z. On the other hand, (11) means there 
exists an invertible (A @ C, a*A)-bimodule N over Z @ C. Set /? = p(id,). 
Then /?: Z @ C + Z@ C satisfies fi(z 0 g) = R(Z) /?(l 0 g), and idA Oz /3 
yields an isomorphism of C-algebras 10 p: A 0 Cz a*A. This permits us 
to view a right a*A-module N as a right A @ C-module N, sP. Now, given 
N as above, Q= NIBB is in P&c (A @ C) and K(Q) = fl. Conversely, given 
any such (2, N=Q,,,- 1 is an invertible (A @ C, a*A)-bimodule over 
Z@ C, and this proves the lemma. 
It is easy to see that given Azumaya Z-algebras A N A’, A’ satisfies (11) 
if A does, and that the classes of algebras A satisfying (11) form a subgroup 
Br(Z)= of the Brauer group Br(Z). 
Remark 3.2. Let C = k[G]*, where G is a finite group. Hence G acts 
on Z by k-algebra automorphisms and a(z) = C, E G a(z) Q e, for z E Z. We 
then have ~*Az@~~*A, whereas A@Cr@,A. Thus a*AwA if and 
only if A N a*A for all cr E G. This means that (11) is a kind of C-normality 
condition and that Br(Z)C coincides with Br(Z)G of [19]. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A N A’ be Azumaya Z-algebras satisfying (11). Then 
a,a N YD),. as extensions of Sp(C) by pz. 
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Proof: Since A -A’ there exists an invertible (A’, A)-bimodule N 
over 2. 
It yields a morphism 
where N* = Hom,(N, A). Also for PE v32 we have natural isomorphisms 
v: NQA (A Qz P) Q/, N *zPQzNQAN*~PQZA’. 
Thus we get a morphism of extensions (r, v): a,, -+ 3,. and consequently 
DA-DA’. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let A be an Azumaya Z-algebra such that A Q C- 
a*A. Then D, is a split extension if and only if there exist Q E %&,(A Q C) 
such that 
a2 = 1 Z(O)(Z(l)X) = 4z)x, XEQ, ZEZ, (12) 
and an A-bimodule homomorphism v:Q + Q QA Q satisfying (6)-(8) above. 
Proof The statement follows from Lemma 4.1. For let 0: S + II), be the 
morphism defined by Q; (12) means KG = id,. Conditions (7) and (8) mean 
that we have an isomorphism 
where pl, p2: C + C Q C are defined by pl( g) = g Q 1, pz(g) = 1 Q g, and 
the last tensor product is taken over AQ CQ C. Note that p1 p2: 
C + CQ C is the comultiplication map of C. Finally, (6) means that (17) 
below is commutative. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let A = BQ Z, B an Azumaya k-algebra. We have a 
C-algebra automorphism lQ/? of BQZQC=AQC which maps 
bQzQg to CbQz,,,Qz(l,g. Set Q=(AQC),oB and define 
v:Q+QQAQby 
for all b E B, z E Z, and g E C. Then (Q, v) satisfies (6h(8) and (12); note 
that the inverse of vQ1 maps (lQlQg)Q(lQzQl) to C(lQz,,,Q 
~(1) gu,) 0 +(q g(z))- 
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By Lemma 3.3 the correspondence A I-+ DA induces a well-defined map 
WZ)C + EWp(C)~ CPA 
where the latter denotes the set of equivalence classes of extensions of 
SP(C) by VP,. According to [18] these extensions are classified by 
3-cocycles of S in 5@=. In particular, an extension 3, determines a 
3-cocycle (P, d) as follows. Choose Q E 9%&A @ C) with K(Q) = p. Let c 
be the section of K defined by Q. So a(s) = (Q,, s) where 
Qs=s*Q=QQc T, seS(T), TE M. 
For each 8, t E S(T) choose P,, E 9%(Z @ T) and an A @ T-bimodule 
isomorphism 
P-L,,,: QsQ.+ QrqPs,tQzr Q!,,. (13) 
Then, as a kind of obstruction to associativity, we get isomorphisms 
4S,<,A p~,,Q,,p,,,,~p~,,Q,,p,*,, (in 9&(Z@ T)) 
for all s, t, r E S(T), T E M; see [ 18, p. 4801. This defines a 3-cocycle (P, 4) 
of S in p,. Its class is the image of the class of DA under the bijection 
wx %L4 q ff3w, VA, [ 18, Theorem 2.51, 
the inverse of which is given by a generalized crossed product construction. 
In particular, Ext(S, !Bpz) is an abelian group. As is easy to see, an exten- 
sion is split if and only if its class is zero. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. The correspondence AH BA gives a group homo- 
morphism t: Br(Z)C -+ Ext(S, p,) 2 H3(S, yz). 
Proof: Let N be an invertible (A 0 C, a*A)-bimodule over Z@ C. 
Given another such pair (A’, N’) we set A” = A@, A’ and N” = 
NO zBgc N’. Then N” is an invertible (A”, a*A”)-bimodule over Z@ C. As 
in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we set 
Q=N,,p, Q’=N& and Q”=N;IOP=NQzBcQ’. 
This globalizes the definition of Q” in the local case [19] because there are 
natural isomorphisms 
Qi’ 3 (Qs Qpw ZT) Qz, Q6 On ~‘-+(A T)), 
for all s E S(T), and T E M. Now choose P,, and ,u~,~ as in (13), and Pi,* 
and &, f for (2’. Set Pi,t = P,, Oz, P:,l. Then ,D~,* Qpcstj id,,@ &, induces an 
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isomorphism pit as in (13) and it is not difficult to verify that &,,, deter- 
mined by &‘, coincides with the isomorphism induced by $,,,,,@ b&. But 
this means (P”, 4”) = (P, 4) + (P’, 4’) in H3(S, y3,). 
THEOREM 3.7. Let C be a finite commutative Hopf k-algebra and Z a 
commutative C-Galois extension of k. Then the sequence 
1 -+ Br(Z/k) -+ Br(k) + Br(Z)=--f, H3(Sp(C), vz) 
is exact. 
ProoJ By Example 3.5 we have t(BQ Z) = 0 if B is an Azumaya 
k-algebra. Now consider any A E Br(Z)C in the kernel of t. Choose a pair 
(Q, v) as in Proposition 3.4. By Theorem 2.4, D = Q* = Homk(Q, A) is a 
C*-Galois extension of A. Let g E C and set y;‘( 10 g) = xi z,@zi E 
Z@Z; then Cia,(zi)zi= 101(g) [17, (Ll)]. Hence forfEQ*, XEQ we 
have 
Thus the C-module structure of D coincides with that induced from Z 
according to (1). Therefore A = DC= Dz and, by Proposition 1.2, D is an 
Azumaya k-algebra. Furthermore, A = Dz z Hom,,,,,(D, D) so that 
A N Z@ D, cf. [2, 111.4.101. This gives the required result. 
Remark 3.8. For C= k[G]*, G a finite group, the above result is [19, 
Theorem 3.41. For, by [18, Proposition 2.21 the group H3(S, ‘$Jz) may be 
obtained from the complex [ 18, (17)] 
c%(Z) -+ 9%(ZQ C) + L?%k(ZQ C2) + ~i~(ZQ C’) . . ‘) 
and there are canonical equivalences .?Y&(Z 0 Cn) --t %Y( G, g&(Z)), where 
the latter is the category of all maps G” + Ob(&%c(Z)). This yields 
isomorphisms H”(S, ‘@J g H”(G, Y&(Z)), and the homomorphism t 
becomes then the Teichmtiller cocycle map Br(Z)G -+ H3(G, S%(Z)) 
of [19]. 
4. APPENDIX 
Let T be a category with finite products (T = Mop in Section 3), and let 
f (resp. igr) be the category of (Picard-)pseudofunctors Top --f %%t as 
defined in [lS]. Let C be a group object in T and consider the group 
functor S = T( -, C) as an object of fgr. Let n E fgr. Given a morphism 
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K: D -+ S in tgr we say that rc has a section if there exists G: S --+ 33 in ‘igr 
such that KCO = id,. We want to describe the sections of rc by certain data 
within the categories B(C) and D(C x C). This becomes possible by the 
Yoneda lemma for pseudofunctors [lS, Proposition 0.21 which says that 
(for any a E f) the functor 
ma) -+ a(c), 0 H o,(id,), 
is an equivalence of categories; it has quasi-inverse d: B(C) -+ f(S, 9) 
which associates to Q E D(C) the morphism 
CT: s+-a, s I-+ s*Q =: Qs, SES(U), UET, 
where h*a(s)~ah*(s) for h: V-+ U in T by the given isomorphisms 
h*s*Q z (s/z)* Q for the pseudofunctor XI. Since 
T(-, CxC)rT(-, C)xT(-, C) (14) 
we also have an equivalence A: D(C x C) -+ T(S x S, a). Let pr, p2: 
C x C -+ C be the projections. Consider an object Q E B(C) and a 
morphism 
v: (PIPS)* Q~P:Q A PZQ in D(C x C). (15) 
Applying A we get 
v,,~: (st)* Qrs*Q A t*Q, s, teT(U, C), UET, (16) 
a morphism between ii-morphisms S x S -+ a. (Observe that (st)* Q z 
(s, t)* (pr p2)* Q and s*Q A t*Q 2 (s, t)* (p?Q A p;Q), where (s, t): 
U -+ C x C has projections s and t). Conversely, any morphism (16) is 
uniquely determined by (15) since in (14), idcxc corresponds to (pr, p2). 
LEMMA 4.1. (a) For a T-morphism K: 3 -+ S there is a 1-l COYYF 
spondence between sections of K and objects Q E 3(C) satisfying K(Q) = id,. 
(b) Suppose IC: D + S is a morphism in tgr. There is a l-l corre- 
spondence between sections of K in Tgr and pairs (Q, v), where Q E D(C) 
satisfies K(Q) = id, and v: (p1p2)* QqpfQ A p;Q is a morphism in 
a( C x C) such that 
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is commutative for s, t, r: C x C x C -+ C the canonical projections (or, 
equivalently, for any morphisms s, t, r: U -+ C, U E T). 
ProoJ (a) If o is a section of K then clearly Q = a(idJ satisfies 
K(Q) = id,. Conversely, let G= A(Q). Then W(S) = K(s*Q) =s*rc(Q) = 
s*(idc) =s for all SE S(U), UET. In (b) observe that v interprets as a 
morphism 
o(st)ra(s) A o(t), s, tES(U), UET. 
Moreover, the commutativity of (17) means this morphism is coherent 
(i.e., compatible with associativities). Finally, note that the structural 
morphisms h*aroh* for h: V + U in T are automatically coherent. 
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